Census of orthologous genes and self-organizing maps of biologically relevant transcriptional patterns in chickens (Gallus gallus).
The launch of large-scale chicken expressed sequence tags (EST) projects has placed the chicken in the lead for the number of EST sequences in agriculturally important animals. More than 451,000 chicken ESTs derived from over 158 libraries have been deposited in the NCBI dbEST database as of December 2003. But how many genes these ESTs represent and how they are expressed in different chicken tissues/organs remain undetermined. In the present research, we developed a human gene-based strategy for census of chicken orthologous genes and identification of their expression patterns. Among 34,157 human coding genes used in the study, BLAST analysis revealed that 11,066 genes provisionally matched 248,628 chicken ESTs. Based on the average EST abundance of the orthologous genes, the current public repository of chicken ESTs could represent approximately 20,000 provisional genes. Analysis of gene expression in 14 single tissues/organs showed that approximately 15% of genes were expressed exclusively in single tissue/organ whereas the remaining approximately 85% of genes were co-expressed in two or more tissues/organs. A majority (91.15%) of genes expressed in chicken embryos were also expressed at post-hatch stages, indicating that most genes activated in chicken embryos could serve housekeeping functions. Self-organizing maps (SOM) analysis organized 8807 provisional genes in selected chicken tissues into 98 clusters with each cluster being indicative of common regulatory factors and pathways. A total of 969 provisional orthologous genes were identified as preferentially expressed genes (PEGs) in various chicken tissues/organs (LOD>3.0). No doubt, the present study on gene expression patterns will provide insight into dynamics of metabolic pathways and tissue/organ programming and reprogramming in chickens.